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ABSTRACT
Future space missions envision the use of large nuclear reactors utilizing
either a single or a two-phase alkali-metal working fluid. The design and
analysis of such reactors require state-of-the-art computer codes that can
properly treat alkali-metal flow and heat transfer in a reduced-gravity
environment.
Current single and multiphase computer codes rely on the presence of
gravity--in the fluid momentum equations, in defining their flow regimes, in
specific two-phase flow models, or indirectly in the form of correlations
obtained from tests conducted in a 1-g field. New flow regime maps, models,
and correlations are required if the codes are to be successfully applied to
reduced-gravity flow and heat transfer. A literature search of relevant
experiments in reduced gravity is reported on here, and reveals a paucity of
data for such correlations. The few ongoing experiments in reduced gravity
are noted. General plans are put forth for the reduced-gravity experiments
which will have to be performed, at NASA facilities, with benign fluids.
A similar
heat transfer,
inadequate for
metal coolant.
Again, general
gravity.

situation exists regarding two-phase alkali-metal flow and
even in normal gravity. Existing data are conflicting and
the task of modeling a space reactor using a two-phase alkaliThe major features of past experiments are described here.
plans are made for future alkali-metal experiments in normal

Data from the reduced-gravity experiments with innocuous fluids are to be
combined with normal gravity data from the two-phase alkali-metal experiments.
Analyses undertaken here give every expectation that the correlations developed
from this data base will provide a valid representation of alkali-metal heat
transfer and pressure drop in reduced gravity.
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NOMENCLATURE
Roman Letters
A

axial flow area

C

heat capacity

D

hydraulic diameter

f

friction factor

G

mass flux

g

acceleration due to gravity (i.e., gravity force);
fraction of normal (earth) gravity

H

heat transfer coefficient

h

enthalpy

k

thermal conductivity

P

pressure

q

heat addition

T

temperature

t

time

U

velocity

V

volume

X

quality

Greek Letters
a

void fraction

r

net rate of vapor generation

H

dynamic viscosity

V

kinematic viscosity (= nip)

ix

p

density

a

f l u i d - f l u i d stress; surface tension

r

f r i c t i o n a l drag

^

2

two-phase multiplier

Subscripts
f

f l u i d (either l i q u i d or vapor)

g

saturated vapor ( i . e . , gas)

I

interfacial

a

liquid

P

pressure

V

vapor

W

wall

Symbols
'''

bulk ( i . e . , per unit volume)

vector
tensor

Operators
V»

divergence of a vector f i e l d

X

Nondimensional Numbers (dimensionless groups)
Name

Symbol

Reynolds

Re

Froude

Fr

Weber

We

Definition

Significance

ffU^/D

^ UD

/iU/D^

1/

Inertial
forces
Viscous

Bo

Peclet

Pe

Prandtl

Pr

Inertial

pu'^/D ^ £ U ^
a/D^

Bond

Inertial
Gravity forces

pU^/D ^ y ^
PQ
" Dg

"

Surface tension

^

forces

Gravity
forces
Surface tension

We

Fr
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7^^—1—TT-— heat transport
Conductive
^

-pM
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Thermal
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TWO-PHASE ALKALI-METAL EXPERIMENTS
IN REDUCED GRAVITY
1.0

INTRODUCTION

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) of the Department of Energy (DOE)
has been assigned the role of modeling the thermal-hydraulics of advanced
multimegawatt (MMW) nuclear reactors. Various reactor concepts are being
proposed by other DOE National Laboratories, by industry, and by universities.
This document addresses the experimental requirements posed by one
concept—where the reactor working fluid is a boiling alkali metal. Because
neither the organizations nor the sites of the projected experiments have
been selected yet, the ensuing discussion is purposely kept very general in
recommending approaches and plans.
Future space missions envision the need for high power levels (up to
hundreds of MWe), which are orders of magnitude greater than required by
spacecraft launched previously. The concept that appears to have the best
potential for supplying such power is a nuclear reactor-based one, with a
heat engine and alternator providing the conversion of thermal to electrical
power. Stringent weight, heat transfer, and compactness criteria lead to the
use of an alkali metal heat transfer medium, with a boiling alkali metal (BAM)
system offering significant advantages over a single-phase system with an
intermediate heat exchanger. In any event, there is a crucial need for
analytical tools that can simulate two-phase flows in a zero gravity (O-g) or
variable gravity environment. Mature computer codes exist that consider singlephase liquid metal flow and two-phase steam-water flow, both in normal gravity.
To be completely useful for the design and analysis of BAM reactors these codes
will need to be modified to handle boiling alkali metals instead of water and
to do it in variable gravity. Experimental O-g two-phase flow data are needed
to provide new models and correlations for flow regimes, drag, and heat
transfer.
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Data on alkali metal two-phase forced convection in a normal gravity
field are extremely limited; reduced-gravity data are practically nonexistent
(only mercury condensation has been studied somewhat). However, reduced-gravity
experiments with two-phase flow of more common fluids (e.g., water, air/water,
halocarbons) have been more numerous. A comprehensive literature survey of
these experiments has been completed. Results of this survey indicate that
both the nature of boiling alkali metal and reduced-gravity experiments, and
the acquired data, have been limited in various ways. Thus, the utility of
these past experimental efforts to the design and analysis of a space reactor
is marginal.
The discussion here begins with an overview of the status of single and
multiphase computer codes. This is not a detailed evaluation of specific
codes, but rather an assessment of the capabilities of the available code
types. The intent here is to illustrate code application of the reduced-gravity
data and correlations and to highlight those terms most sensitive to changes
in the gravity field.

1.2

2.0

OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER CODE APPLICATIONS

Core thermal-hydraulic codes have been developed for single-phase alkalimetal and limited boiling alkali-metal systems for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (LMFBR) Program. Two-phase multifield simulation codes have been
developed for the water reactor industry. Others have been available for
some time to analyze commercial and advanced gas-cooled reactors.
The LMFBRs operate with single-phase sodium systems and pin-type fuel.
Boiling-water reactors use pin-type fuel in two-phase flow, but at pressures
where the liquid-to-vapor expansion ratio is not severe. In contrast,
multimegawatt space reactors using alkali-metal coolants need to operate with
liquid or boiling potassium or lithium as coolants, and either pin, wedge,
plate, or other complex fuel geometries. All these systems will operate in a
0- or variable-gravity environment, which complicates thermal-hydraulic
analysis, especially for two-phase systems.
Existing computer codes must be modified before they can provide accurate
results at O-g. If one were to eliminate gravity by inputting g = 0, and/or
changing g to 0 in all equations (noi g^t the conversion constant), mixed
results would ensue, depending on the code. The simpler single-phase or
homogeneous two-phase codes might provide reasonably good results; the more
complex multifield two-phase codes would probably not fare as well. This is
discussed in greater detail below.
2.1

SINGLE-PHASE AND HOMOGENEOUS TWO-PHASE CODES

All single-phase and homogeneous two-phase codes could easily be modified
for O-g flow modeling. The g-field term would have to be set to zero wherever
it occurs. Other necessary changes would involve the pressure drop and heat
transfer correlations applicable to a O-g environment. Not a trivial task,
but because the mathematical formulations would not be affected, the requisite
code alterations would be minimal.
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A brief look at the governing equations is instructive. The three
equations defining conservation of mass, momentum, and energy have several
terms that are, directly or indirectly, dependent upon gravity.
Conservation of Mass

If + V . ipH) = 0

(2.1)

Conservation of Momentum
It ipU) + V . ipm)

j — ^ pW^ - LP + pg

(2.2)

1^ (^h) + V . iphU) = H^ (T^ - Tf) - V . kVT

(2.3)

=

Conservation of Energy

For example, in Equation (2.2) the friction factor, f, and its two-phase
2
multiplier, ^ , are gravity-dependent, and the gravity force has an explicit
g present. In Equation (2.3), the convective heat transfer coefficient, H, can
be somewhat gravity-dependent also. Setting g = 0, and inputting correlations
2
or values for f, ^ , and H which correspond to a O-g environment, should account
for all the O-g effects. The major portion of this task then lies in
2
experimental determination of f, ^ , and H, with code changes and inputs
accounting for only a small portion of the task.
Modeling of a O-g environment with these codes as-is, without any of the
changes noted above, would likely result in fairly reasonable answers. The
chief limitation here, as for 1-g flows, is the simplicity of the single-phase
and homogeneous mixture representations, which restricts the applicability of
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such codes. Purely single-phase results would be basically unaffected except
for very slight trends. Aside from this, uncorrected reduced-gravity twophase results would probably have too low a pressure drop, and a too-high
heat transfer rate. Two-phase flow experiments performed in reduced gravity
exhibit a pressure drop significantly greater than at 1 g. The lack of buoyancy
at 0 g suggests that the overall heat transfer coefficient will be decreased
thereby, because no free convective mechanisms will operate. At high velocity,
little discernible difference should exist between reduced and normal-gravity
flows as modeled by single-phase and homogeneous codes. Table 2.1 summarizes
the foregoing code evaluations.
2.2

TWO-PHASE MULTIFIELD CODES

All codes modeling two separate phases require a much greater expenditure
of time and effort in order to adapt them for O-g flows. The basic equations
of momentum and energy transport would have to be examined, and any g terms
set to zero. The flow regime map would have to represent O-g conditions, and
experimental data is the absolute determinant of such correlations. Also,
changes to the interphase drag and heat and mass transfer calculations would
surely be necessary, although it is hoped that the flow regime changes would
mitigate this need.
Again, a look at the governing conservation equations yields some insight.
At least three equations for each phase defining conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy have terms that are, directly or indirectly, dependent upon gravity.
Compared to the single-phase and homogeneous two-phase codes, more such terms
are present. Shown is an equation set for the vapor component of a six-equation
system. Similar considerations exist for nine- and twelve-equation systems.
Conservation of Mass
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TABLE 2.1. Code Assessment and Changes Required for Modeling O-g Convection
Estimated Trend
of 'Uncorrected'
Values of
Delta P
H

Modifications Reouired

Code Limits
No. Phases

Validity of
'Uncorrected'
Run at 0 g

Friction

1

Good^'^

Underpredicted

Overpredicted

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

2,
Homogeneous

Good^")

Underpredicted

Overpredicted

No

Yes

Yes

No

2,
Multifield

Poor

Underpredicted

Overpredicted

Yes

Yes(=)

Yesf=)

Yes

Flow
Regime

Factor

Heat Transfer

Correlation Correlation

Turbulence
Intensity

(a) For single-phase flow
(b) Where homogeneous representation is applicable
(c) Magnitude of changes depends on effect of flow regime correlations

Conservation of Momentum

it («v^^v^ •" ^ • ^%Py^yV

+ V . (a^g^) + i ; ; ' -z[y

= - "v^'' "" « v M

+ (r'"u)

(2.5)

Conservation of Energy

1^ (a 0 h ) + V • (a fl h U ) = - V • (a a ) + r"'h + ql'' + q'"
9t ^ v^vv*
^"*vA'v"v-v'^
^'^v^v'
g ^Iv
^wv

2.4

(2.6)
^ '

The momentum equation. Equation (2.5), requires 0-g correlations for the
interfacial and wall drag terms T^'' and T T ' ' . Furthermore, the average
rate of vapor generation per unit volume, V",
in all equations is gravitydependent (via the interfacial heat fluxes), and a O-g correlation for it
must be developed. The g-containing term is, of course, set to zero.
The energy equation, Equation (2.6), also incorporates a F''' term. In
addition, the interfacial and wall heat fluxes per unit volume (q''* and q''',
respectively), which are representative of the heat transfer rates, need to
be modified.
These changes to account for a 0-g environment are the obvious ones.
Some less obvious code modifications may be needed as the changes are
implemented. What comes to mind is the potential for difficulties in solution.
Code stability, convergence, and such critical parameters as cell size, may be
affected by the noted changes. Only a more thorough examination of the code(s)
chosen for modification can satisfy these concerns.

2.5

3.0

RATIONALE FOR EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are usually expensive and time-consuming activities.
Justification for certain experimental tasks is provided below.
3.1

EXPERIMENTS IN REDUCED-GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS

As was pointed out, new code features and correlations will be required
for analyzing reduced-gravity phenomena. The correlations cannot be derived
from first principles and theoretical considerations alone. The state of the
art in understanding two-phase flows is fairly rudimentary, necessitating
heavy reliance on empirical correlations. These correlations are frequently
very situation-specific and thus applicable only to particular fluids and
fairly narrow ranges of conditions. This deficiency is evident from the
numerous extant pressure-drop and heat-transfer correlations attempting to
represent boiling in a gravity field (Hetsroni 1982; Hsu and Graham 1976).
Clearly, correlations that are not completely successful in predicting behavior
over ranges of conditions for which they were developed cannot be extended to
represent reduced-gravity conditions with any confidence.
There is also no assurance that even the expected trends (presented in
Table 2.1) will hold in reduced gravity. They appear to be reasonable
assumptions--but assumptions they remain until verified by experiments. But
the experiments performed to date (see Section 4.2) only hint at possible
trends--such as flow regime shifts and concomitant increased pressure drop in
reduced gravity.
The codes modified to analyze reduced-gravity boiling must do so with a
high degree of accuracy. The accuracy is demanded by two ineluctable
considerations: weight and safety. Launch costs being considerable, a space
reactor design must make efficient use of material in meeting its goals.
And, as with any nuclear reactor, safety of operation under all circumstances
is of primary concern. These needs can be met only with an experimental program
dedicated to obtaining reproducible data with selected fluids, over broad
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operating ranges, in suitable reduced-gravity environments. The only
alternative (and an unacceptable one) is to enormously overdesign the first
space reactors, and use them as research tools to evolve an optimized design.
3.2

TWO-PHASE ALKALI METAL EXPERIMENTS

Boiling phenomena associated with low-Prandtl-number fluids (e.g., alkali
metals) differ substantially from those of higher-Prandtl fluids (e.g, water
and gases). Heat transport is by different mechanisms, bubble formation and
fluid agitation evince different characteristics, and interaction with the
container surface (i.e., wettability) is a potential problem. Past alkali
metal experiments in 1-g have not accurately quantified parameters such as
wall superheat AT, critical heat flux, or flow regimes. Although some of the
data obtained with low-Prandtl fluids may be applicable to alkali metal boiling,
it is not evident a priori which data can be utilized in this manner—especially
when the issue is confounded by reduced-gravity effects.
Unless a considerable amount of two-phase alkali metal experimental data
is generated, there will remain a lack of confidence in the application and
relevance of data from other fluids. Although it is impractical to perform all
the experiments (particularly in O-g) with alkali metals, a number of
experiments, both in 1-g and O-g, must be done using an alkali metal.

3.2

4.0

REDUCED-GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS

Two-phase experiments in reduced gravity require specialized facilities
and equipment. Past tests have used a number of earth-based facilities, and
various fluids including a liquid metal.
4.1

FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR REDUCED-GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS

Ideally, a manned, orbiting space station would be available with extensive
laboratory facilities for reduced-gravity research. Also, launch costs, as
well as the costs of developing space-qualified test hardware, would be
reasonable in terms of the resulting data. Neither criterion is met currently.
Small, low-power experiments can be performed on the shuttle today, albeit
with nonhazardous fluids. The competition for the scheduled shuttle flights
is keen, and tests must be planned years in advance of actual flight. Sometime
in the 1990s a permanent manned orbiting laboratory may become available
(Shelley 1985). At this time it is not clear if any alkali-metal experiments
would be permitted there; hazardous materials are taboo on the shuttle.
Regarding launch and test development costs, no appreciable cost reduction is
foreseen in the near future.
Given the situation described, at best only a few shuttle experiments
will be performed within the time frame allotted for two-phase reduced-gravity
experiments. For the majority of the experiments, ground-based facilities
will have to be employed. These present various limitations--the chief ones
being the duration and steadiness of the reduced-gravity environment.
4.1.1

Drop Towers and Tubes

Drop towers and tubes are structures purposely built for studying reducedgravity effects. They use a controlled environment and a difference in
elevation to produce "free-fall." That is, an object freely falling in a
gravitational field (consisting of body forces) has no net forces acting within
it (e.g., pressure gradient) and therefore replicates the phenomena one would
observe if that self-same object had no external forces whatsoever acting on
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it. In the towers/tubes, the experimental package is released from an elevated
position and subsequently arrested at a lower one. The intervening free-fall
period is the experimental phase, during which a reduced-gravity environment
is present within the experimental module.
Several deficiencies are associated with these facilities. Because the
2
freely falling experiment is constantly accelerating at 9.8 m/s , there is an
evident limit to a reasonably sized tower or tube. This severely constrains
the duration of the experiment. Aerodynamic drag imposes a net force on the
experiment. Low g-levels^ ' (on the order of 10" ) can be achieved by
evacuating the air from the drop tower prior to an experiment. Alternately,
drag shields are of some benefit in nonevacuated towers.
While various organizations besides NASA possess drop towers (e.g., the
University of Michigan), these towers are generally small. The most accessible
facilities are at the NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC). At LeRC, a 2.2-s
nonevacuated drop tower, and a 5.2-s evacuated drop tube^ ' (Petrash and Corpas
1973) are available for experiments (the times refer to the duration of the
free-fall period). The nonevacuated tower offers quick turnaround so that many
experiments (<9) can be performed each day. Its drawbacks are the short freefall time and the relatively high -g environment resulting from aerodynamic
drag. The 5.2-s tube overcomes these problems, but because the entire tube
_2
must be pumped out (to ~10
torr) between tests, only several experiments
are feasible per day. Furthermore, each facility has unique requirements that
preclude construction of a single test vehicle acceptable to both the drop
tower and tube. It is therefore recommended that experiments be performed in
the 5.2-s drop tube.

(a) g is defined as the fraction of normal (earth) gravity, and is the
resultant (net) force within the body due to the earth's gravity field.
Use of these terms is consistent with engineering terminology.
(b) Vernon, R. W. 1985. Personal communication, November 21, 1985. NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
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-11,000 ft
360 KIAS
2 to 2 1/2-g
PULLUP

FIGURE 4.1.

4.1.2

-18,000 ft
180 to 220 KNOTS INDICATED
AIR SPEED (KIAS)
LOW GRAVITY

-11,000 ft
2 to 2 1/2-g
PULLUP

Typical "Low Gravity" Trajectory for Learjet

Ai rcraft
An aircraft flying a parabolic trajectory (see Figure 4.1) can attain low

g-levels.

These levels can be sustained considerably longer than those in drop

towers because the elevation change during free-fall is much greater. The
aircraft also offers significantly more room for an experiment, and power can
be drawn from onboard generators, obviating the need for batteries. An
additional advantage is that the experimenter can fly along with the experiment
and is able to both observe and control the test while it is in progress.
There are disadvantages associated with this mode of reaching reduced
gravity.

The magnitude and uniformity of the g-level produced is dependent on

many factors, the chief one being the skill of the pilot. Note that prior to
the free-fall maneuvers an acceleration of about 2-1/2 g is experienced.
This acceleration may perturb flow in the test loop, increasing the time
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required to establish steady state once reduced gravity is achieved. If so,
the period for taking valid data may be much shorter than the free-fall time.
NASA owns two aircraft dedicated to reduced-gravity research. A Learjet
at LeRC is available^ ' that is capable of operating for 15 to 20 s in a freefall mode (see Figure 4.1). It can fly up to six free-fall trajectories per
mission. A much larger aircraft, the KC-135, is similarly maintained by the
Johnson Space Center (JSC)^ ^ (Shurney 1982). Somewhat longer free-fall
conditions--about 25 s--can be held (Williams, Keshock,and Wiggins 1973).
The g-level then may be slightly higher than that experienced by the Learjet.^^'
It is therefore recommended that both aircraft be considered if aircraft
missions become necessary.
4.1.3

Rocket

A rocket can perform essentially the same function as the aircraft
described above. Recently, a SPAR VIII rocket was used in a fluids experiment
(Wilcox et al. 1981). This rocket provided over 4 minutes of an "average
acceleration near zero" (actual g-level was not reported). Because of the
hard landing, it appears that only the film record survived intact.
Additional difficulties are encountered in the use of a rocket for reducedgravity experiments. Survival and recovery of the experimental module is
certainly an issue. The size of this module is quite restricted by the rocket
itself. The transition from high to reduced gravity, noted under aircraft,
is accentuated here. It is not clear how low and steady a g-level is within
rocket capabilities. And finally, the number of rockets that would have to
be expended in any realistic test series could run into the hundreds, or even
thousands--a daunting prospect.

(a) Vernon, R. W. 1985. Personal communication. November 21, 1985. NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
(b) Williams, R. 1986. Personal communication, March 6, 1986. NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, Texas.
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Because of all these negative attributes, rockets are dropped from further
consideration at this point. In the future, the option of using a rocket to
fly an alkali-metal experiment may have to be reconsidered.
4.1.4

Shuttle

The advent of the shuttle presents new opportunities for reduced-gravity
and other space-related experiments (Shawhan 1983). Instruments and small
experiments can be housed in small storage containers or in the crew's storage
lockers. Larger, more complex test apparatus can be rack-mounted at the aftflight-deck or hard-mounted to the shuttle structure within the payload bay.
With the Remote Articulator System (RMS) a payload can be maneuvered outward
to distances of 15 m.
These features are merely embellishments to the shuttle's unique capability
to maintain a reduced-gravity environment for a long time. Thus, shuttle-based
fluids experiments can be run until steady-state conditions prevail, and the
low unvarying g-level ensures the absence of gravity-dominated phenomena. Yet
another advantage of the shuttle over most other facilities is the possibility
of involving crew members in operating or controlling the tests.
A full description of shuttle capabilities and requirements must encompass
the less attractive features as well. These requirements for an experimental
package are rather onerous in terms of development costs, safety considerations,
and, of course, the expense of the shuttle flight itself. Any and every
experimenter is faced with clearing these time-consuming hurdles. And the
extremely conservative safety criteria, meant to guarantee the safety of the
crew, preclude the presence of any hazardous materials or conditions in an
onboard experiment. These rules may be relaxed somewhat in the future as
more experience is accumulated, and perspective is gained on experimental
hazards as opposed to launch and flight dangers. It is highly unlikely that
any alkali-metal experiments will be permitted onboard the shuttle. Perhaps
a free-flying test package, launched from the shuttle, would be acceptable
for alkali-metal flow and heat transfer tests.
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Although it represents a significant improvement over the other facilities,
the shuttle environment is by no means ideal. The g-level typically present
-3
-4
-2
during orbit is 10
to 10 ; jitter can degrade it to 10 . A true
microgravity condition (g = 10" ) is achieved only at the shuttle's center of
gravity (Salzman 1985). In comparison, the space station of the 1990s has a
-5
-6
10
to 10 g-level requirement. This space station, which is still being
designed, will represent the first true in-space laboratory with extensive
power, instrumentation, data acquisition, and computational capabilities.
But until its debut, experimenters must look to the shuttle for the best
reduced-gravity environment.
4.1.5 Magnetic Field
Keeping in mind that the ultimate goal of this experimental series is to
obtain data on alkali metal two-phase behavior in reduced gravity, use of the
facilities described represents an arduous and complex approach. If possible,
one would like to work directly with the alkali metals, on earth--and still
obtain valid data. One potential means for doing so is to investigate behavior
in high-g (> 1-g) fields created mechanically by, for example, a centrifuge.
Given data points at 1 g, and various higher g-levels, one is tempted to
extrapolate to a 0-g condition. But extrapolation is never a reliable technique
and can lead to serious error. Extrapolation in this manner to the singularity
of a 0-g situation is not justifiable; there is simply no way to evaluate the
results so achieved.
One alternative exists. The fact that alkali metals are excellent
conductors of electricity can be used to advantage. A magnetic field can be
employed to "levitate" the alkali metal. By proper orientation, the magnetic
field can cancel the gravitational body force, producing essentially 0-g
conditions. Of course, the uniformity of this field must be ensured, and
Joule heating of the alkali metal must be minimized.
There exists a well known relationship between a magnetic field, an
electric current, and a moving conductor. The geometrical relationship among
these three parameters is illustrated by the familiar right-hand rule (Sears
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and Zemansky 1962). An electric motor is a typical example of the motion
induced in the conductor (armature) by an electric current in a magnetic field
(Anderson 1977). A less familiar but more apropos example is the
electromagnetic pump, specifically developed for pumping electrically conductive
fluids such as alkali metals (Murray 1961).
For a test section, one can envision a vertical length of pipe entirely
within a horizontal magnetic field of the requisite strength to cancel gravity
and provide adequate mass flow. Two complications come to mind: 1) assuming
heating in the test section, the temperature, and properties, of the alkali
metal will vary over the length of the section; and 2) the generation of vapor
may introduce anomalies. These effects, and the manner in which they influence
the desired cancelation of the gravitational body force, need to be examined
in detail to assess the feasibility of this approach.
Only a few experiments have been performed with a boiling liquid metal
(mercury) in a magnetic field (Faber and Hsu 1968). These experiments were not
intended to investigate a 0-g condition, so their results are hardly applicable
here.
It is recommended that the use of magnetic fields be investigated further.
Enormous benefits would result from earth-based potassium experiments that
replicated the conditions in space.
4.1.6

Summary and Conclusions

The facilities and techniques for generating reduced-gravity environments
are summarized in Table 4.1. It is concluded that several of them would be
suitable for future experiments. A study of magnetic field utilization to
attain 0 g is under way at Princeton University, and is funded by PNL.
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TABLE 4.1. Experimental Facilities and Techniques for Attaining A
Reduced-Gravity Environment
Lowest
g-level
Features

Type
Drop

Special Conditions

Various towers/
tubes (13.2 to
U S n high)

Vacuum, cryogenic

•Levitate'
sample

—

Aircraft

Repeated parabolic trajectories between
two altitudes

Can accommodate
large pay loads

Rocket

Free-fa 11 mode

Space lab
(shuttle)

Limited size of
experimental
package

Magnetic,
viscous,
sonic,
inertial

(b)

Attainable^'!
-5
i 1x10
(vac.l
1 1x10
(nonevac.)

Reduced
Gravity
Duration, s

Comment

5.15
(10. if
accel.
from
bottom)

Time is severe
constraint. High
deceleration rate
(approx. 30 g) to stop.

Unknown

Days

Techniques may generate
secondary effects.
disturbing or distorting sample.

1 0.01

approx. 30

Relatively high
g-field level;
difficult to maintain
at steady value.

Unknown

approx. 250

No detaiIs provided
in literature.

1x10
-6
-1x10
(j itter-free,
on center of
gravity)

Days

Long scheduling
lead time. Crew
members can be used
to 'run' experiments.

Stringent
safety
requ i rements

(a) Fraction of earth gravity.
(b) While these techniques generally do not provide t r u l y 0-g c o n d i t i o n s ,
they may be of some u t i l i t y here and are included f o r completeness.
Gravity f i e l d s > 1 can be attained by i n e r t i a l techniques, while near 0-g
conditions are possible through use o f magnetic f i e l d s .

4.2

PAST REDUCED-GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS
The scope and extent of experiments i n two-phase reduced-gravity flows

have been determined l a r g e l y by the methods and f a c i l i t i e s employed f o r
producing the reduced g r a v i t y .

The r e a d i l y a v a i l a b l e means ( e . g . , drop t e s t ,
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aircraft flying parabolic trajectories) have seen the greatest use; closer
approximations to a long-term microgravity environment (e.g., rocket, Skylab)
have rarely been employed.
quantity of the data.

This has severely restricted the quality and

The chief restrictions are in the minimum gravity field

level attained by a particular means and in the duration of this field.
Additional constraints on the types of fluid, size of the experimental package,
power available to run the experiment, and instrumentation and data acquisition
equipment have exerted a negative influence on the nature of the experiments.
As a result, the operable mechanisms in reduced-gravity two-phase convection
have not been elucidated, nor have quantitative heat transfer and hydrodynamic
correlations been developed.

The data are generally more qualitative than

quantitative and suggestive of the improvements needed to obtain valid results.
No criticism of these past efforts is implied, as they were the first research
steps taken in charting an unknown field.

These efforts will now be discussed

in some detail.
4.2.1

Classification of Tests by Facility
4.2.1.1

Drop Tests

-4
-2
Recently, growth of single bubbles in microgravity (10
to 4 x 10
g)
has been studied by Cooper, Judd, and Pike (1978).

Water, toluene, and hexane

have been separately examined, under no-flow conditions. With the liquid in
a saturated state, a single bubble was initiated at the wall by electrical
means and its growth recorded with a high-speed camera.

From the record, a

simple expression was developed, governing the growth of diffusion-controlled
bubbles.

No sudden departure of the bubbles from the wall was observed; the

lack of large temperature gradients was presumably responsible.

The shapes

of bubbles were found to be functions of surface tension, rate of growth,
time, and the microgravity field.

A relationship was also found between the

maximum bubble diameter at departure from the wall and the gravitational field.
Surface tension was observed to aid bubble departure by rounding-off bubbles.
Another experimental study (Labus, Aydelott, and Lacovic 1972) examined
the proportion of vapor generated at the surface of saturated Refrigerant .11,
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and in the bulk liquid (i.e., bubbles), upon venting to vacuum. The 5-s droptest facility was used with a photographic record plus some instrumentation
such as pressure transducers and a thermistor. No bulk vapor was generated
at 0 g (i.e., all of the vapor was generated at the surface); small amounts
of bulk vapor (boiling) were generated at measurable gravity levels. The
vent rate, the percentage of vapor by volume, and the Bond number (defined as
the ratio of acceleration to capillary forces) strongly influenced the amount
of bulk vapor generated.
An earlier experimental program (Cochran 1970) studied forced-convection
boiling at low heat flux and low velocities in microgravity. The liquid used
was slightly subcooled (0.4 to 1.5*^0) distilled water, heated from below with
a flat Chromel strip. Temperature was measured by a thermistor, and a 900frame-per-second camera recorded the dynamics during the 2.2-s free-fall.
Bubble growth exhibited a cyclical trend; it is not clear if steady-state
conditions prevailed. The majority (85%) of the bubbles remained attached to
the heater surface, essentially forming a bubble boundary layer. The bubble
diameter was found to correlate well with saturation layer thickness. The
relevance of this work is probably restricted to storage tanks containing
cryogenic fluids.
A very similar series of experiments by Cochran, Aydelott, and Spuckler
(1967) considered several fluids, but with no forced convection. The amount
of subcooling was varied, as was the heat transfer rate; the effects on bubble
size and lifetime with gravity field were noted. The basic physical principles
governing bubble dynamics were used in obtaining simple expressions for the
dominant forces acting on the bubbles. These forces were calculated and plotted
versus time.
Bubble size and lifetime in water were found to be nearly independent of
the gravity field at high subcooling. For low subcooling, larger bubbles
developed in 0 g than in 1 g. An ethanol/water solution, with a surface tension
about 30% that of water, showed little influence of either g-field or
subcooling. The results are attributed to the more nearly spherical shape of
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the solution bubbles, compared to water. The pressure force therefore dominated
solution bubble dynamics. A variation in heat transfer rate (from 24,800 to
114,000 Btu/h-ft ) for this solution also exhibited no trends with g-field on
bubble radii and lifetimes. These findings may prove significant when the
choice of a fluid for the boiling reactor is made. Tests with a sugar/water
solution having a viscosity ten times that of water gave results similar to
water regarding gravity and subcooling effects on bubble radii and lifetimes.
But the force histories for water and the sucrose solution are vastly different,
with a significant drag force in the latter.
Oker and Merte (1973) performed an elaborate series of pool boiling tests
3
5
2
using liquid N2 and Freon 113 and heat flux from 1 x 10 to 1 x 10 W/m . A
rather short drop tower was used, which gave <1.4 s of free-fall; it is
uncertain if steady-state conditions ever prevailed during the test. The glevel was fairly high, up to 4 x 10 . The data indicate that surface superheat
at boiling inception is a function of gravity and is claimed to be less at
0-g than in normal gravity. But an examination of the data shows that generally
the AT increased significantly in the transition from normal to 0-g--which is
what one would expect, as the buoyancy force driving natural convection heat
transfer vanishes at 0 g. This study also shows a summary table, listing
earlier nucleate pool-boiling reduced-gravity experiments and heat transfer
trends. These trends appear to be somewhat contradictory.
A review article by Siegel (1967) discusses and summarizes data on pre1967 reduced-gravity experiments. Most experiments used the drop tower
facilities, although some also utilized aircraft. For pool boiling, the
1/4
critical heat flux between 0.01 and 1 g was found to correlate well with g
Whether this flux goes to zero at 0 g could not be determined from the level
and duration of the g-field achievable then. Short-duration saturated pool
nucleate boiling seems independent of gravity, but requires substantiation.
Insufficient data existed for drawing any conclusions regarding forced
convection heat transfer. Some condensation results are also reported.
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The early work, while important in initiating this study area, addressed
only a fraction of the issues presented by 0-g boiling. This early work cannot
be relied upon to provide definitive models or results.

4.2.1.2 Aircraft Tests
A fairly recent experiment delved into the topics of flow regimes and
pressure drop (Heppner, King, and Littles 1975). Two-phase flow of air and
water in a circular channel was examined first on earth, then in an aircraft
simulating 0 g for about 20 s per trajectory. Analysis indicated a downward
shift of regime boundaries at reduced gravity; i.e., at a given quality, the
transition from distributed •*• segregated -»• segregated + intermittent flow
ought to occur at a lower total mass flow rate in reduced gravity.^^^ Initial
testing confirmed this trend, but not its magnitude. However, a repeat test
inexplicably nearly agreed with the analytical predictions. As for AP, the
0-g pressure drop is significantly higher than that for 1 g and is ascribed
to the change in flow regime noted earlier—which itself was a consequence of
increased turbulence in 0 g. If generally true, the added AP could have a
considerable impact on a space reactor and needs to be investigated much more
rigorously.
A similar experimental effort was devoted to condensation of Freon-12
(Williams 1974; Keshock et al. 1974; Williams, Keshock, and Wiggins 1973).
Although the test section was well instrumented, only qualitative results are
reported. It appears that the flow regimes observed (photographic record)
conform reasonably well to Baker-chart predictions (Collier 1972, p. 18).
The flow at 0 g was notably less irregular than at 1 g, which is somewhat at
variance with the trend noted above. Based on little discernible difference
in condensation lengths, it was also hypothesized that heat transfer was
unaffected by g-level.
(a) Distributed flow assumes one phase to be continuous, the other phase need
not be distributed over the same section of pipe; segregated flow occurs
when the gas and liquid phases are continuous in the axial direction;
intermittent flow results when the phases form alternating pockets across
the tube.
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Some preliminary studies used mercury in reduced-gravity condensation
experiments. Albers and Macosko (1965) reported practically the same pressure
losses at 1 g and 0 g, in a constant-diameter tube. Both losses were greater
than predicted by the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation (Collier 1972, p. 35)
at low vapor qualities. But in the high-quality region of the condensing
tube, the pressure drop from the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation agreed within
±70% with the measured pressure loss. It was felt that fog-flow theory, which
postulates re-entrainment of condensed droplets back into the vapor stream,
best explained the data (visualization was not possible in the stainless steel
test section).
A photographic experiment conducted by Namkoong et al. (1967) with mercury
vapor condensing in glass tubes failed to support the fog-flow hypothesis.
In tubes with diameters > 1 cm, the distribution of drops in the wall was
concentrated on the tube bottom in 1-g conditions. Zero-g conditions led to
a uniform distribution of droplets, both in the droplet stream and at the wall.
Mercury differs so enormously from the alkali metals (especially regarding
wetting of the heat transfer surface) that it is not at all certain that the
above studies have any relevance to alkali metal two-phase flows. The main
advantage in using mercury as an experimental fluid lies in its low melting
temperature.
4.2.1.3

Rocket Tests

A 4-min rocket flight provided the microgravity environment for an
experiment on bubble migration in molten glass ("fining") as reported by Wilcox
et al. (1981). A platinum heating strip melted a sample of sodium borate
glass, which contained entrapped voids. During the 0-g portion of the flight,
distinct migration of the bubbles toward the hotter portion of the sample was
noted. This observation is in agreement with the Brown model (Collier 1972,
p. 165) of thermocapillary bubble migration, which predicts motion against a
thermal gradient.
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4.2.1.4 Shuttle Tests
The shuttle program envisions a series of fluid mechanics experiments
(NASA 1984). To this end, a Drop Dynamics Module and a Geophysical Fluid
Flow Cell have been constructed for use in the payload bay. The former module
was flown in 1985, and tests studying the dynamics of rotating and oscillating
free drops have been done. No flow experiments have been performed on the
shuttle to date.
4.2.1.5 Magnetic Field Tests
Several experiments have been performed with magnetic fields and a liquid
metal (mercury). The objective was not to counteract gravity, but rather to
note any perturbations engendered by the field on the boiling process. Faber
and Hsu (1968) applied a vertical magnetic field of 1 to 6 tesla to mercury
undergoing nucleate pool boiling on a horizontal surface. Test results suggest
that the magnetic induction encourages the incipience of boiling; i.e., boiling
can be initiated at a lower heat flux in the presence of the field than without
it. But a simultaneous reduction in heat transfer was observed. It was
postulated that the retarding influence of the Lorentz force increases bubble
population, and inhibits bubble motion (i.e., buoyancy is reduced) and
agitation. Analysis indicated that the growing bubbles become elongated
spheroids, with the major axis aligned with the magnetic field. These
mechanisms were thought to be the chief contributors to the observed effects.
An earlier experiment, reported by Hsu and Graham (1976), had the magnetic
field oriented horizontally.

Heat transfer was little perturbed thereby.

Petukhov and Zhilin (1973) discuss a number of experiments performed
with single-phase liquid metals in magnetic fields. Both transverse and
longitudinal magnetic fields served to inhibit heat transfer. The effect was
Reynolds-number-dependent, with the Nusselt number decreased up to 30% at
intermediate values of the Reynolds number. It was suggested that the magnetic
fields affect the turbulence, but its exact structure (e.g., vortices in
transverse fields) was not elucidated. In any case, these mechanisms may be
relatively unimportant in two-phase flows.
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The applicability of the experiments noted to the situation of interest
(reduced gravity accomplished by means of a magnetic field) is probably remote.
First, the action of various mechanisms was postulated, not proven. Second,
an electric current flowing through an alkali metal, causing it to flow
vertically within a horizontal magnetic field, represents a significantly
different situation from the pool boiling studies. So the postulated
mechanisms, even if valid, may be inoperable in a flow condition. All these
issues need to be investigated more fully; analytical studies and small
experiments ought to prove or disprove the merit of magnetic fields as a means
for generating reduced-gravity.
4.2.2

Conclusions

A survey of past reduced-gravity two-phase convection experiments has
disclosed a great need for more and better data. Past experiments are useful
to the current effort more as guideposts than as sources of hard data. A brief
summary of the chief 0-g experiments is provided in Table 4.2.
4.3

CURRENT AND PLANNED REDUCED-GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS

Although a large number of reduced-gravity experiments are being planned
or proposed, only a few are actually in progress. The costs and complexities
associated with such experiments are effective deterrents to wide participation.
While some interest has been stirred in the private sector by NASA urgings,
nothing substantive has been accomplished with private funds. It appears
that, until industry sees a clear benefit from reduced-gravity experiments,
only meager attention will be given this area. One of the difficulties with
assessing reduced-gravity experiments is lack of information; there is no
central repository or clearinghouse on active programs.
4.3.1

NASA Plans

A variety of fluids and fluids-related experiments are proposed in NASA
documents (NASA brochure, undated; Pentecost 1983, 1984; Naumann 1982). Only
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TABLE 4.2.

Type

Investigated

Fluids

Drop
test

Single bubble
growth

Drop
test

Reduced Gravity Two-Phase Convection Experiments

Flow

Transfer

Water,
toluene,
hexane

No

Not examined

Vapor generation at
liquid surface and in
bulk fluid

Refrigerant 11
(R-U)

No

Drop
test

Forced
convection
bo i1i ng at
low heat flux
and velocity

Distilled
water

Drop
test

Poo 1 bo i1i ng.
Effects of
surface
tension.
V i scos i ty,
and subcoo1ing

Drop
test

Drop
test

Liquid State

Conclusions

Comment

Saturated

Simple correlations found for
growth and shape
with g as
parameter

Not directly
useful for
present needs

Cooper, Judd,
and Pike (1978)

Not examined

Saturated

No vapor generated (i.e.,
bubbles) in
bulk liquid
upon venting
at 0 g

Not relevant

Labus, Aydelott,
and Lacovic (1972)

Yes

Not examined

Slightly
subcooIed

Simple correlation found for
bubble diameter
versus evaporation layer

Not relevant

Cochran (1970)

Water,
ethanolwater.
sucrosewater

No

Varied in
some tests

Various
subcooIings

Water boiIing
(i.e., bubble
size) independent of g, at
high subcooIing

Trends of
interest

Cochran, Aydelott,
and Spuckler (1967)

Poo 1 bo i1i ng
(nucleate
plus film)

Various

Yes

Yes

Various

Critical flux
proportional
to g

Preliminary
Siegel (1967)
resuIts;
g fields high
(approx. 0.01)

Poo 1 bo i1i ng

Ng,

No

Yes

Saturated

Surface superheat less in

Transient
Oker and Merte
results;
(1973)
g fields high
(approx. 0.004)

R113

0 g

Aircraft

Flow regimes
and pressure
drop

Air ai
water

Yes

None

N/A
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g-level influences flow
regime, which
influences A P

Good basis
for future
work

Reference

Heppner, King, and
Littles (1975)

TABLE 4.2.
Type

Investigated

Fluids

Air-

Flow regimes

R-12

craft

in condensation

Aircraft

Pressure
drop and

Mercury

Flow

Transfer

Liquid state

Conclusions

Yes

Qualitative

Superheated/
saturated

Baker chart
valid; no
reduction in
heat transfer
with 0 g

Not directly
usefu1

Superheated/
dropwise
condensation

Little difference
between 0-g and

Not directly
useful

Albers and Macosko
(1965)
Namkoong et a 1.
(1967)

N/A

Bubbles migrate
against thermal
gradient at 0 g

Not directly
usefuI

WiI cox et a I
(1981)

Yes

Yes

phase
ve1oc i t i es
in condensation
Rocket Void (i.e.,
bubble)
migration
in molten
glass

Sod i um
borate
glass

(contd)

No

Not
examined

Comment

Reference
Williams (1974)
Keshock et a 1.
(1974)
Williams, Keshock,
and Wiggins (1973)

1-g data

a few two-phase flow experiments are actually in progress, and descriptions
follow. These involve mainly universities, although several study contracts
have been arranged with industry.
Regarding future fluids experiments, most activities for the shuttle and
the space station deal with cryogen storage (NASA 1985). Very little from
those studies will be applicable to two-phase turbulent alkali-metal flow and
heat transfer.
4.3.2

University Activities

Several universities (e.g., the University of Michigan) have small drop
towers that have seen use for thesis work (Oker and Merte 1973). NASA has
contracts with three universities to perform a series of tests, spanning
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facilities from drop towers to Spacelab. The University of Houston^^^ is
responsible for adiabatic pressure drop/flow regime delineation in reduced
gravity as well as determining "burnout" heat fluxes. The NASA mandate for
the University of Michigan^ ^ is to examine forced convection boiling, including
heat transfer coefficients from flat surfaces and interfacial
evaporation/condensation rates. Meanwhile, at Texas A&M University forcedflow condensation and heat transfer are being examined.^ ' At their current
stage of development, these experiments will be utilizing drop towers and
aircraft this year, with shuttle experiments to follow sometime in the future.
Less formal arrangements also exist between NASA and some other
universities. Thus, the universities are able to use facilities such as the
LeRC 2.2-s drop tower and Learjet for thesis work.
It appears that much of this work could prove to be of major import to
the space reactor program. All three university groups are interested in
defining the basic physical phenomena associated with reduced-gravity twophase flow and heat transfer. As such, no specific application has influenced
the nature of the proposed activities. Perhaps inputs from MMW programs and
organizations (including funds) could sway the experiments to represent incore boiling mechanisms.
4.3.3

Industry Activities

Industry has been reluctant, in spite of its expressed interest, to
initiate reduced-gravity experiments on its own. To stimulate industry
participation in the shuttle and space station experimental programs, NASA
last year set up several technology centers and offered seed money to begin
experimental programs. The response was gratifying, and there are high hopes
that industry will become an active partner in future endeavors.
(a) Dukler, A. E. 1985. Personal communication. May 16 and November 21,
1985, University of Houston.
(b) Merte, H. Jr. 1985. Personal communication. May 17 and November 22,
1985, University of Michigan.
(c) Best, F. R. 1986. Personal communication, February 3, 1986, Texas A&M
University.
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The extent, timing, and specificity of industrial experiments remain to
be determined. Until more information becomes available, one will have to
reserve judgment on the relevance of industry efforts to the task described
here. But most of the papers presented at a recent space research workshop
(NASA 1985) are of only marginal interest because they dealt with cryogen
storage and boil off problems. Also, these papers generally dealt with reducedgravity issues in a rudimentary manner, so it appears that considerable time
will elapse before realistically designed industrial experiments will be able
to take place.
One fluid experiment will have a decided bearing on future two-phase
activities. The NASA JSC has recently (1985) awarded a contract to the General
Dynamics Convair Division to engineer a shuttle mid-deck experiment (Schuster
1985). The objective is to obtain basic two-phase flow data; initial
experiments will be adiabatic, using an air/water mixture. This experiment
may be performed in cooperation with one of the aforementioned universities.
It is anticipated that the experiment, which will take about 1-1/2 h, will be
flown aboard the shuttle in 1988 (Schuster 1985).
The reason for optimism on this particular experiment is that General
Dynamics has extensive expertise in such research, having recently completed
a detailed design of a similar experiment (Bradshaw and King 1977). That
design, and the accompanying test plan, had features that could readily be
incorporated into any future experiments.
4.4

PROPOSED TWO-PHASE REDUCED-GRAVITY EXPERIMENTS

The broad objective of this experimental program is to obtain sufficient
data to characterize two-phase alkali-metal flow and heat transfer in a reducedgravity environment. While this goal is clear enough, its attainment is
anything but simple.
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4.4.1

Approach

The twin issues posed by experimental facility limitations and the
difficulties inherent in working with alkali metals must be squarely faced by
any realistic test program. Thus, the only viable approach is to perform, to
the maximum possible extent, experiments with innocuous fluids such as air,
water, and Freon in place of the alkali metals. Only if the desired data
were to be seriously flawed by replacement fluids will alkali metals themselves
become the working fluids. At this time the feeling is that perhaps alkali
metals might be acceptable for use in drop towers and the KC-135 aircraft, ^^•'
but would present an unacceptable hazard in any other reduced-gravity test
facilities.^^^
Doing the experiments in a piecemeal manner ensures safety, timeliness,
and reduced costs. But there is a negative side to such a scheme: the
reliability of the data so obtained is in question. That is, there is no
assurance that the data obtained with various fluids can ever be assembled to
represent an alkali metal. Yet this approach appears to have been validated
in rudimentary fashion (Fraas 1964; MacPherson and Fraas 1965; Yarosh 1965)
and was recently employed successfully in designing the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF) at Hanford.^^^ Note that the alkali metal coolant in the FFTF does
not undergo a phase change. Plus the complication of zero gravity further
strains possible analogies among different fluids. Still, the approach has
merit, and there is the hope that, by exercising care and judgment, one can
achieve results valid for alkali metals. Arguments substantiating this claim
are provided below.
Boiling phenomena associated with low Prandtl number fluids (e.g., alkali
metals) differ substantially from those of higher-Prandtl fluids (e.g., water.
(a) Williams, R. 1986. Personal communication, March 6, 1986, NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, Texas.
(b) Vernon, R. W. 1985. Personal communication, November 21, 1985, NASA
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
(c) Bates, J. M. 1985. Personal communication, January 15, 1986, Pacific
Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
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ammonia, Freons).

Heat transport is by different mechanisms, bubble formation

and fluid agitation evince different characteristics, and interaction with
the container surface (i.e., wettability) is a potential problem.

However,

there is some overlap in the properties of high- and low-Prandtl-number fluids.
For example, the physical properties of water at 0.2 MPa and in the 300 to
400°K range are quite similar to the properties of potassium in the 825 to
1150°K range.
The data in Table 4.3 provide a comparison of the relevant properties of
potassium with various fluids being considered for testing in its place.
Potassium properties are given at a temperature and pressure that might be
representative for a boiling alkali metal nuclear reactor; the properties of
the other fluids were selected for expansion ratios (i.e., pJpsj)
that of the potassium.

equal to

It is felt that this matching best ensures similarity

in boiling mechanisms, although other measures of similitude (such as the
viscosity ratio, v^lvn),

may be equally important in certain flow regimes at

high-Reynolds number (Heppner, King, and Littles 1975).
From Table 4.3, it is clearly evident that several fluids closely resemble
the potassium, with water and ammonia yielding the best match.

Freon-U is

somewhat less akin to potassium, but offers the advantage of a low-temperature
and low-pressure boiling point. Methanol fits between the extremes of the other
fluids.
Several nondimensional numbers, thought to be important in 0-g work,
have been calculated from the data in Table 4.3 and are given in Tables 4.4
2
and 4.5. The values in Table 4.4 are based on a constant G = 1000 kg/m s,
while dynamic similitude, with constant Reynolds numbers, results in the values
in Table 4.5.

From these data, it is concluded that a partial similitude can

always be achieved, but never a total one.

Bomelburg (1968) provides an

excellent discussion of this topic and identifies some of the pitfalls in
using analogies.

He has reservations regarding the use of water in place of

alkali metals, especially for heat-transfer experiments (p. 65). Recent
European experiments with adiabatic two-phase alkali-metal flow support the
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validity of using water for pressure-drop correlations (Kottowski et al. 1976).
A different conclusion is reached from a Russian experiment (Zeigarnick and
Litvinov 1980), indicating that two-phase alkali-metal pressure drop is greater
for adiabatic than nonadiabatic conditions. Like so many alkali-metal
TABLE 4.3. Candidate Fluid Properties
Fluid

1'roperty
Temperatui re,

K'(b)

Pressure, Pa^")

e.

Potassium

Water •
AirW

1450

295

483

330

395

293

1.65x10^

9.21x10^

1.90x10®

2.89x10^

6.66x10^

8.53x10^

562

995

850

1396

686

609

6.25

11.07

9.53

15.60

7.61

6.72

Water

Freon-11

Methanol

Ammon i a

p , kg/n^
V

Expansion ratio,.

P^IP.^'^

89.9

89.9

89.2

a

1.68x10"

9.64x10'^

1.49x10'^

V

3.69x10"^

1.64x10"^

1.70x10

V, m2/s

U.IUil
a,
\ .

89.5

22.0
3.56x10"^

N/m

20.39

W/mK

1.70x10^

hj2_^, J/kg

1.70

-6

11.4

90.1

90.5

2.28x10"^

2.45x10'^

2.39x10'^

7.79x10''^

1.68x10'^

1.68x10'^

3.42

6.87

7.01

7.25x10"^

3.55x10'

1.41x10'

1.35x10'

2.14X10'^

0.604

0.655

0.079

0.175

0.494

1.89x10®

1.69x10®

9.63x10^

1.18x10®

-

je.w)

1.78

1.01

1.18

0.716

1.46

1.64

v(f)

160

90.3

105

64.1

131

149

U, m/s(«)

(a) For room temperature adiabatic experiment
(b) Saturated conditions.
(c) Probably most important parameter for similitude. Set equal to potassium
value.
(d) Assumes x = 0.0.^
(e) At G = 1000 kg/m s (maximum) in a 0.02-m ID tube.
(f) Assumes x = 1.00.
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TABLE 4.4.

Comparison of Candidate Fluids at G = 1000
Fluid

Nondimensional
Number^^)

Water •
Phase

Potass i um

Air

Water

Freon-U

Methanol

Ammon i a

a

2.12x10^

1.35x10^

1.58x10^

6.29x10^

1.19x10^

1.37x10^

V

8.67x10^

1.06x10®

1.23x10®

1.65x10®

1.56x10®

1.77x10®

1.58x10=

5.05x10'

6.91x10^

2.56x10*

1.06x10^

1.35x10^

Re

Fr (b)
1.28x10 9

4.

5.50x10®

2.05x10®

8.62x10®

1.11x10^

We

a

1.00x10^

2.77x10^

6.62x102

1.02x10^

2.16x10^

1.54x10^

Bo

Si

6.33x10'^

5.49x10"^

9.58x10'^

3.98x10''

2.04x10'

1.14x10"

a

2x10

6

0.8

3.5

2.1

2.0

-3

p,(c)

X a ) B a s e d on datain Table 4.3.
(b) Assumes g ~10~
(c) Approximate.
experiments, it also was performed in a very small-diameter (5-mm I.D.) tube,
so extension to large-diameter flows remains questionable.
One further issue remains to be discussed. Liquid-metal flow development
is much more gradual than is the case with a high-Prandtl fluid such as water
(Kays 1966). Now both the test section and actual space hardware (such as
the reactor, heat exchangers and piping) will necessarily have low
length/diameter ratios. Thus, flow development will exert a significant
influence on the performance (AP and heat transfer) of this equipment. Yet
the developing flow and velocity profiles in the experimental device will
tend to mask, or modify, the measured parameters and effects. Extrapolating
what is observed with water under O-g conditions to a liquid metal with a
very different flow development length requirement may prove difficult.
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TABLE 4.5.

Comparison of Candidate Fluids at constant Re
Fluid

Nondimensional
Number(')

Potassiua

Water *
Air

£

2.12x10®

2.12x10®

V

8.67x10®

Phase

Freon-U

Usthanol

Anmon i a

2.12x10®

2.12x10®

2.12x10®

2.12x10®

8.87x10®

8.67x10®

8.67x10®

8.67x10®

8.67x10®

5.24x10®

1.26x10®

2.92x10®

3.38x10"

3.23x10"

1.28x10

2.53x10®

2.72x10®

5.71x10^

2.88x10°

.8

2.64x108

2.88x10'

1.20x10®

1.16x10*

6.87x10"

3.67x10"

2.03x10

1.14x10

Water

Re

1.58x10°
Fr

(b)

9

We

Z

1.00x10''

Bo

a

6.33x10

-3
5.50x10

-3
9.54x10

3.98x10

a

4.24x10*

1.27x10®

1.70x10®

7.42x10®

4.45x10"

4.24x10"

V

1.02x10®

6.18x10®

1.04x10®

8.85x10®

3.29x10®

7.46X

Pe

(c)

2.(d)

.-3

1.78

-2

-2

10.2

1.59

2.42

2.60

2.54

71.1

73.8

33.8

73.0

72.7

U, m/s
.(e)

Xa]
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

160

Based on data in Table 4.3; U differs, however.
Assumes g ~ 10" .
Approximate.
Assumes x = 0.0.
Assumes x = 1.00.

In spite of all the caveats noted, it is felt that use of alternate fluids
in place of alkali metals is justified. Every attempt will be made to verify
that the experiments with these fluids will truly represent alkali-metal
behavior.
Another aspect of the proposed test series is one of partitioning. This
entails doing the experiments at various times and facilities, and examining
phenomena such as pressure drop and heat transfer in separate experiments.
Given the large variation in facility features (see Table 4.1), several test
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packages will have to be constructed because no single package will be
satisfactory for all. In fact, each facility employed will probably require
a unique test package, which imposes an additional burden in terms of time and
effort expended to accomplish the task. As before, the reason for having a
multiplicity of tests, fluids, test packages, and other factors is one of
practicality. The goal is to obtain the data as expeditiously and costeffectively as possible.
As was mentioned, one partitioning envisioned is the separation of
adiabatic and heat transfer tests. In this manner, the adiabatic experiments
will yield data on pressure drop and flow regimes--data that are much easier
to secure without trying for simultaneous heat-transfer measurements.
Similarly, the heat-transfer experiments will concentrate on the heat-transfer
mechanisms with only perfunctory pressure-drop measurements. The overall
benefits anticipated are more accurate data obtained in the most efficient way.
In conclusion, the approach taken here is fairly typical of experiments
that delve into complex phenomena. Fluid-flow and heat-transfer effects in
reduced gravity can best be elucidated via narrowly scoped experiments that
assess only a few parameters. The methodology is succinctly portrayed in
Table 4.6, which, while it has an element of subjectivity, still quantifies the
issues and arguments raised up. In sum, the "partitioned" approach is more
realistic than an all-encompassing "global" approach and achieves its objective
in a sort of evolutionary manner. Great flexibility is a side benefit.
4.4.2

Obiectives

Each experiment (e.g., pressure drop/flow regime, heat transfer, maximum
heat flux) will consist of a series of tests whose objective is to "map" the
parameters of interest over a broad range of conditions. The variables to be
measured will consist of temperatures, pressures, mass flow rates, velocities,
and void fractions; flow regimes will be determined from film.
Because all earth-based reduced-gravity test facilities are able to provide
a reduced-gravity of only short duration, rapid instrument response and high
data-transfer rates are important. Accurate and reliable data must be ensured,
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so the measurements must be copious over the short test time and must provide
evidence that steady-state conditions prevailed during some portion of the
test. Data scatter must be <20% to be acceptable. These objectives can be
met with state-of-the-art instrumentation and data acquisition systems.

TABLE 4.6.

Test Approach Options and Ratings
Options
Rat i ng

Issue

Global Approach

Rating
Partitioned Approach

(-5 -» * 5)

Reliable data

Care must be exercised to assemble
data to fairly represent alkali

(-5 *

-2

metals

Fluid
Instrumentation difficulties;
prohibitive safety requirements
and costs

Test program goals can be achieved at
reasonable cost, in a reasonable time
frame

Space-based laboratory faciIity
would provide the most reliable
data

*Z

Require more tests, several test
packages; less reliable data is
obta i ned

No such facility will exist, until
the construction of the space
station in the mid-1990s

-5

Efficient use of existing facilities

Most direct approach; straightforward

*1

Complex

-1

Difficult to measure all parameters
simultaneously

-4

Parameter-specific; provides val id
correlations

•"•4

-2

Fac iIi ty

Experiment

TOTALS
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-5)

The literature is replete with two-phase pressure-drop, heat-transfer, and
critical-heat-flux correlations (for example, see Hetsroni 1982; Hsu and Graham
1976; Bradshaw and King 1977). As the test data become available, existing
correlations will be examined and, if feasible, adapted to represent reducedgravity conditions. Alternatively, new correlations will be developed as
needed. It is impossible to predict what form these may take, as the
experiments are the only valid source for the correlations. If one were able
to derive such correlations from first principles, the need for experiments
would be obviated. But two-phase flows are not fully understood even in normal
gravity, so reduced-gravity mechanisms and trends can be postulated but not
proven theoretically.
4.4.3

General Plans

Although all the details and ramifications of a reduced-gravity two-phase
experimental program have not been determined, still the main tasks can be
broadly scoped. MMW activities must be coordinated with NASA and researchers
(e.g.. University of Michigan, University of Houston, Texas A&M University)
regarding ongoing and planned reduced-gravity experiments. The intent here
is to avoid duplication and perhaps to exert some influence on the nature of
the experiments performed for non-MMW projects.
A parallel task in securing information should examine the reactor concepts
being proposed that employ two-phase alkali metals. This will permit selection
of the alkali metals and parameter ranges for study.
Subsequently, a number of choices must be made. These include
determination of the parameters to be measured in the experiments; fluids to
be tested, selection of instruments and data acquisition systems; and finally,
design of a control scheme that will require a minimum of human intervention.
The options available are strongly circumscribed by the availability and
features of the reduced-gravity facilities. More than likely, the selection
process will be an iterative one as facility constraints set the experiment
bounds, while data needs favor certain facilities over others.
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Once the above task is complete, an experimental package to house the
experiment and ancillary equipment can be designed and constructed. This
sets the stage for the writing of a detailed test plan, and its execution.
As the test series progresses the data obtained will be evaluated in terms of
validity and applicability to MMW needs. If any deficiencies are observed,
suitable corrective action will be taken. Given the exploratory nature of
the experiments and the broad scope of this project, flexibility in execution
of the tests is an absolute must. These same tasks are illustrated in flow
chart format in Figure 4.2. Some indication of the scheduling and timing of
individual tasks is also provided. Proper scheduling is critical, for two
reasons:
1. to ensure availability of test facilities
2.

to ensure timely availability of data and correlations to the code
development effort.

As noted earlier, it is hoped that all, or most, reduced-gravity experiments
can be done with nonhazardous fluids and still provide data and correlations
applicable to alkali metals. Hazardous materials are to be avoided in shuttle
flights. As data become available and evaluation indicates the need for
reduced-gravity alkali-metal experiments, serious consideration will have to
be given to what constitutes an acceptable experimental package. Perhaps a
free-flying module, to be launched from the shuttle, could be designed with
suitable safety equipment to permit alkali-metal use. No doubt this will
prove an expensive option, but it may be necessary so as not to compromise an
even more expensive MMW design and mission.
4.4.4

Conclusions and Recommendations

The experimental effort about to be embarked on will be a demanding one.
Great care will have to be exercised in both planning and execution of the
requisite two-phase experiments. The time constraints are fairly severe, and
much needs to be done in a relatively short time frame. This holds especially
for any two-phase alkali-metal experiments that may have to be done in a
reduced-gravity environment.
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TWO-PHASE REDUCED-g
EXPERIMENTS

TIME
FRAME

ONGOING (NASA, UNIVERSITIES) .INFORMATION, FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

1986

MONITOR

INFLUENCE

SPONSOR
PLANS

1987
H2O, NH3, FREON, AIR/H2O

ALKALI METAL

1988
DROP TOWER

AIRCRAFT

1-g

>i-g

0-g MAGNETIC

1989

0-g

SHUTTLE

1990
ADDITIONAL
FLIGHTS

DROP TOWER

AIRCRAFT

^

1991

SHUTTLE

ADDITIONAL
FLIGHTS

1992

^

FIGURE 4.2.

Two-Phase Reduced-Gravity Experimental Task Flow
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The recommended approach to this experimental task is to use substitute
fluids in place of the alkali metals and to use ground-based facilities to
the maximum extent. A separate document for each experiment should be
generated, incorporating a detailed account of the specific procedure,
equipment, test plan, and other features. Such a document has already been
written for the pressure-drop/flow-regime experiment, which is to be performed
in drop towers with an air/water mixture. Other documents will be forthcoming
as needed.
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5.0

ALKALI METAL EXPERIMENTS IN GRAVITY FIELDS

The history of liquid metal (including non-alkali metals like mercury)
experiments is a short one, and essentially parallels the invention and
development of nuclear reactors. Although reactors have generally utilized
common fluids such as water, the advantages of liquid metals in this application
were quickly appreciated. These advantages relate mainly to more efficient
heat transport—leading to reduced ATs and smaller heat exchangers. Added
benefits are potentially lower pump power needs (e.g., with lithium) and, if
boiling were selected, much lower boiling pressures than with water (again
reducing equipment-mass requirements). Smaller, lighter reactors are most
beneficial to military propulsion (e.g., surface vessels, submarines, and
aircraft) and space applications, where weight and efficiency become overriding
issues.
From the beginning, two research paths were pursued (Jackson et al. 1955).
One approach was to use a single-phase liquid metal, and this only in the
reactor system, with conventional (steam) use on the turbine side (Murray
1961; Jackson et al. 1955). This approach has been explored the most and led
to the construction of the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR II) and the
FFTF. The latter is still operating at Hanford. Before those facilities
could become operational, much research work--spanning items such as liquidmetal thermophysical properties, heat-transfer coefficients, and materials
compatibility--had to be completed.
The second, more daring, approach envisioned the boiling of a liquid/alkali
metal and its subsequent use directly as the working fluid in a heat engine.
Various designs such as SNAP-8, which was to use mercury in a Rankine turbine
(Poppendiek and Sabin 1975, p. 213), to a potassium Rankine turbine (p. 222)
were partially realized. A viable system was never constructed, as both funding
and advanced space missions were severely curtailed. Thus, most of the work
in this area ceased in the early 1970s, and much of it is inadequately
documented. Although the current need for an advanced space reactor is an
outgrowth of these past efforts, it can benefit from past experience only to
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a limited extent. One reason, the lack of solid data, has been mentioned.
Another is that future space reactors are projected to produce much greater
amounts of power, at much higher temperatures and flow rates, than those
conceived heretofore. This places enormous demands on the designer of a space
nuclear power system in terms of both analytical and experimental capabilities.
Nevertheless, past research is of some interest here and will be covered
briefly. Only the main experiments, selected for their relevance to current
needs or because of their ongoing nature, will be touched upon. No attempt
will be made to replicate the information in summary work by authors such as
Dwyer (1976); Dwyer (1973); Poppendiek and Sabin (1975); Tong (1965); Jackson
et al. (1955); or the bibliography maintained in the recent past by Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (Michelson et al. 1983). Liquid-metal experiments demand
sophisticated facilities, so such experiments have taken place at relatively
few facilities. Because the facilities have served to limit experiments in
terms of temperature, types of fluids used, and other parameters, it is logical
for the discussion to be categorized by facilities. Only two-phase alkalimetal work will be considered; transient boiling, such as encountered in a
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) at a reactor, is only of marginal interest
and will not be covered.
5.1

PAST TWO-PHASE ALKALI-METAL EXPERIMENTS

Past experiments have been conducted at four major laboratories and by
several other organizations.
5.1.1

Oak Ridge National Laboratory fORNL)

In the mid-1960s, ORNL was involved in building and testing components
for the Medium Power Reactor Experiment (MPRE). Several sizes of boilingpotassium test loops were built (MacPherson and Fraas 1965), and some
preliminary tests were run. The difficulty of working with potassium led to
a similarity analysis of other fluids; water was selected for possessing
properties similar to those of potassium, in certain temperature ranges.
This prompted extensive use of water, which aided experimenters in the design
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of the potassium test loops. Not much documentation is available on these
potassium boiling tests (MacPherson and Fraas 1965; Yarosh 1965).
The larger potassium loop was later converted to another purpose, the
study of transient sodium boiling in a LOCA.^^' This facility still exists
at ORNL, but would require considerable refurbishment and updating for any
future boiling alkali-metal tests. Oak Ridge has been, and continues to be,
much involved in materials and materials compatibility testing. Tests consist
of small vacuum furnaces in which refractory alloy samples are immersed in
various alkali metals, often for thousands of hours.
In the past, ORNL was also involved in measurements of the thermophysical
properties of alkali metals. This laboratory continues to be a supplier of
refined alkali metals to experimenters (e.g., Los Alamos National Laboratory).
5.1.2

Los Alamos National Laboratory fLANL)

In recent years LANL has been a strong proponent and developer of liquid
metal heat pipes, especially for application as high-temperature space
radiators. Much of the LANL work has been published over the past few years
in the Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference (lECEC)
proceedings. Although heat pipes do require the working fluid to undergo phase
changes, the evaporation process taking place in a heat pipe does not involve
true boiling. Furthermore, the working fluid in a heat pipe experiences
conditions radically different from those it would encounter in a boiling
metal reactor. As a result, only a small portion of the data generated from
heat pipe experiments is applicable to a boiling situation.
5.1.3

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)

Argonne has an extensive background in alkali metals. A cursory
appraisal^ ^ suggests that the bulk of the experience, like ORNL's, is related
(a) Wantland, J. 1985. Personal communication, April 3, 1985. ORNL, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.
(b) Singer, R. M. 1985. Personal communication, April 2, 1985. ANL, Argonne,
Illinois.
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either to transient boiling simulating a LOCA or to materials studies. Again,
the data obtained can provide but few answers to the design questions posed
by a MMW reactor.
5.1.4

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory fHEDL)

The experience at HEDL parallels that of the other laboratories involved
in the development of nuclear reactors. Most of the tests were done with
single-phase alkali metals. Several of the test loops still exist and could
be adapted for two-phase work.^^^ However, considerable modernization of the
control, instrumentation, and data acquisition systems would be necessary for
such a task.
5.1.5

Others

Many other organizations, such as Columbia University and Brookhaven
National Laboratory (Chen and Kalish 1970), have performed some work with the
alkali metals. These organizations are generally no longer working with alkali
metals. Rocketdyne is one company that still maintains and operates a singlephase test facility.^ ' This is a fairly modern test complex and probably
could be readily modified for two-phase experiments. A comprehensive literature
(c)
search^ ' has disclosed that over the past decade essentially no new information
on steady-state alkali-metal boiling has been generated in the U.S. In
contrast, some work in this area continues to be performed in Europe (Kottowski
et al. 1976) and the U.S.S.R. (Zeigarnick and Litvinov 1980). The work provides
some interesting insights into alkali-metal boiling phenomena and the
difficulties associated with obtaining valid measurements of the same.
(a) Thorne, W. L. 1985. Personal communication during facilities tour,
June 3, 1985. Hanford Engineering Design Laboratory (HEDL). Richland,
Washington.
(b) Gillies, B. B. 1985. Presentation at HEDL. December 19, 1985.
Rocketdyne Division, Rockwell International, Canoga Park, California.
(c) Carter, N. G. 1985. Personal communication on search of energy data
base for documents on sodium, potassium, and liquid metal boiling, covering
the decade 1975 to 1984. Pacific Northwest Laboratory Library, Richland,
Washington. March 4, 1985.
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5.1.6

General Electric Company (GE)

Under NASA contracts, GE performed a number of boiling alkali-metal
experiments in the 1960s and early 1970s. These culminated in a large, hightemperature experiment meant to explore the use of potassium as a working
fluid in a Rankine-cycle heat engine. Because of their relevance to the current
MMW effort, the GE experiments merit additional discussion.
The objective of the GE tests, then as now, was the development of an
efficient, low-mass, space power system in the MMW size range. The specific
tasks in this effort consisted of designing and constructing a facility capable
of testing full-scale Rankine cycle components and of operating the facility
(Wettach 1966).
A 400-kW-th test rig was constructed in the refractory-metal tantalum
alloy T-Ul (Ta - 8W - 2Hf). Three separate fluid loops comprised the heat
exchanger portion: a single phase lithium heating loop; a two-phase potassium
working-fluid loop; and a potassium/sodium heat-rejection loop (Amos 1975;
Wettach 1966). Because the T-111 oxidizes readily, the loops were housed in
a large vacuum chamber.
The test rig was initially operated for 100 h to demonstrate design point
operation. Potassium conditions then were representative of those envisioned
for an advanced Rankine cycle turbine: 1422°K boiler exit temperature, with
40°K of superheat (Amos 1975). In this mode, the test equipment was calibrated,
and various problems that surfaced were solved.
The follow-on tests of the potassium boiler, heated with the liquid lithium
and rejecting heat via a condenser to liquid NaK-78, are of greatest interest.
The final report (Deane 1975) presents data on two-phase pressure drop, heat
transfer coefficients, and critical heat fluxes. The range of potassium
conditions at the boiler exit spanned wet vapor at 50% quality to dry vapor
with 167°K of superheat. Condenser inlet conditions were also varied, from
45 to 99% quality and from 867 to 1144°K saturation temperatures.
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The data show a fair amount of scatter, which was attributed to the type
and size (i.e., component evaluation) of the test rig used. Although trends
generally seem to follow those predicted by commonly used correlations, actual
discrepancies between test and correlations are large (Deane 1975). It bears
noting that the potassium boiler augmented heat transfer by means of helical
vanes and coils. The augmentation was accounted for with a correction factor
of (local acceleration)
. At any rate, this test rig demonstrated the
feasibility of using a boiling alkali-metal working fluid in a space reactor.
But it did not provide sufficient data, at high enough accuracy, to be the
final word on the topic. As a benchmark experiment, the GE/NASA work can serve
as an excellent starting point for future tests.
5.1.7

Conclusions and Recommendations

Although research on two-phase liquid/alkali metal has received
considerable attention in the past, no definitive data or correlations are
available. The common thread in the books and papers that have surveyed the
field is negative. Dwyer (1976) comments on the developing nature of this
field and offers this as an explanation for conflicting experimental results
and lack of theoretical models. Bomelburg (1976) reports that much of the twophase experimental data is suspect because of various deficiencies in conducting
the experiments. Kottowski et al. (1976) mention that discrepancies exist
between theoretical predictions and known experimental results. They express
uncertainty regarding the applicability of friction-factor correlations for
two-phase flow in boiling water to alkali metals, even while recommending
simulation experiments with water for purposes of code development. Chen and
Kalish (1970), Zeigarnick and Litvinov (1980), and No and Kazimi (1982) make
similar critical observations. The experiments recently performed by Zeigarnick
and Litvinov (1980) were intended to address some of the issues raised by
earlier work. A brief summary of past work is given in Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1.

Survey of Representative Boiling Liquid Metal Tests
Organization
Performing Test

Type of Test

Purpose

Pool boiling/
transient

LMFBR Safety

Oak Ridge Nat. Lab., Relevance to steady-state
Argonne, Brookhaven
forced-flow boiling is remote

Maximum heat
flux

Heat pipe
development

Los Alamos Nat. Lab. Only some of the problems
encountered in heat pipes
(e.g., wettability) are of
interest.

Wall superheat

General

Various, including
Russian/European

Forced-flow
boiling

Rankine
General Electric
cycle working
fluid

Comment

Data is limited, often
conflicting, and raises
many questions.
Valid exploratory data;
good starting point for
follow-on tests.

In conclusion, it seems fair to say that past work in the two-phase alkallmetals field has raised more questions than it has provided answers. This
situation was certainly not due to carelessness on the part of the experimenters
but rather to the difficulties inherent in working with such fluids in twophase flow. Some time elapsed before these difficulties were fully recognized
and only recently have steps been taken to account for all the variables
affecting alkali-metal flow and heat transfer. It is highly recommended that
future experiments pursue this approach to the limit. It will require
elucidating and controlling all the major factors responsible for observed
behavior. Ineluctably, consideration will have to be given to items that
initially appear only distantly related to heat-transfer and flow concerns.
These items may encompass characterization of the container/fluid interface,
material compatibilities, contaminants, system history, and others, which are
discussed in detail in the next section. Although past experiments have served
to uncover--but not to explain--many mechanisms heretofore ignored in two-phase
alkali-metal flow, future work must not only address all the issues which
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have been raised, but also must ascertain that no important issues are been
overlooked. Only in this manner will reliable test data and meaningful
correlations be ensured.
5.2

PROPOSED TWO-PHASE ALKALI-METAL EXPERIMENTS (IN GRAVITY FIELDS)

The broad intent of this experimental program is to obtain sufficient
data to characterize two-phase alkali-metal flow and heat transfer in gravity
fields (generally 1-g). While this goal is clear enough, its attainment is
anything but straightforward, as has been intimated by previous sections here.
The issues are manifold but can be grouped into several categories: materials,
site(s), and test-loop and ancillary-equipment specifications. These will now
be covered in turn.
5.2.1

Approach

First, the working fluid(s) must be selected. This selection is driven
by the properties of the alkali metals--regarding both their effectiveness in
heat transfer and their appropriateness to projected applications. A brief
screening indicates that potassium, sodium, lithium, and possibly
sodium/potassium alloy are the only viable choices among the liquid/alkali
metals.
As for a site at which tests could be carried out, it is not clear which
(if any) of the sites discussed previously is unequivocally superior to the
others. Certain criteria must be met: previous experience with alkali metals
is a must, as well as experience in dealing with exotic materials such as
refractory alloys. But the overriding concern at any facility is the
availability of state-of-the-art instruments and data acquisition systems.
The latter will directly determine the quality and amount of the data. And
the amount of data, given restricted budgets and complex tasks, is necessarily
dependent on how well one can automate data acquisition and analysis, and
control of the experiment itself. In the past, typical alkali-metal tests
required the presence of up to ~10 technicians and engineers to control the
tests and analyze the data. This is neither needful nor desirable today.
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The manpower complement can be reduced by ~60% through use of state-of-theart equipment and techniques. In this context, probably none of the sites
(except perhaps Aerojet) possesses the latest equipment, and all would require
upgrading in this area. Thus, all facilities are equalized by possession of
old equipment, which opens the choice to secondary concerns, such as distance
of a test facility from the sponsoring organization.
The test loop design is a critical issue. Large loops are expensive to
fabricate and house (especially if constructed of refractory alloy, which
permits operation at higher temperatures than is possible with stainless steel
or superalloys, but the refractories can operate only in a vacuum/nonoxidizing
environment), and they require large amounts of well-regulated electrical
power. So it probably would be best to initially construct small stainless
steel loops for checkout tests. These loops would be relatively easy to
construct and operate, and they would serve to clarify the need for large loops,
more nearly representative of the space reactor designs.
The alternatives that have been presented offer no real engineering
difficulties. In sum, 1) one would like to test several alkali metals to
ensure universality of the correlations derived; 2) the choice of facility
becomes one of convenience; 3) state-of-the-art test equipment must be
specified; and 4) test loops can grow from small, relatively low-temperature
devices to large, high-temperature ones, in a sort of evolutionary process,
as the need arises. An approach of this type is readily adaptable to changing
requirements.
5.2.2

Objectives

Each experiment (e.g., pressure drop/flow regime, heat transfer, maximum
heat flux) will consist of a series of tests whose objective is to "map" the
parameters of interest over a broad range of conditions. The variables to be
measured will consist of temperatures, pressures, mass-flow rates, velocities,
and void fractions; flow regimes will be determined from film.
However, before these primary variables can be dealt with, some other
issues must be delved into. As pointed out by Schultheiss (1973), the
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parameters influencing boiling can be segregated into two types:
thermohydraulic (i.e., the variables noted above) and physico-chemical. The
latter encompasses the physical and chemical properties of all participating
phases, especially at the liquid/solid interface. Included are considerations
of container and wall surface roughness, corrosion, and wettability. Due to
their chemical aggressiveness, alkali metal behavior is determined more by
the physico-chemical parameters than is the case for water or organics.
Kottowski (1973) had a similar list of important parameters and went on to
analyze the mechanisms of nucleation by radiation, which may be significant
in a nuclear reactor. In a more general analysis, he went on to investigate
any physico-chemical property whose effect is to reduce the activation energy
of a nucleus to values at which nucleation (i.e., bubble formation) becomes
probable. The latest study (Kottowski and Savaterri, 1984) concludes that
oxide impurities dominate nucleation processes.
Holtz, Fauske, and Eggen (1973) and Fauske (1973) suggest that the partial
pressure of inert gas in surface cavities and system pressure-temperature
history are dominant in affecting incipient boiling superheat (i.e., superheat
at onset, either in time or of location, of boiling). A more recent experiment
and data analysis led Zeigarnick and Litvinov (1980) to postulate that incipient
boiling superheat is statistical in nature because no consistent trends were
discovered in the data.
The above citations illustrate the complexity of the task. Some method
must be found to uncover all potential parameters influencing boiling behavior
of alkali metals. An objective manner of dealing with the parameters one by
one must also be defined. Once the relative importance of the relevant
parameters is established, the main ones will be controlled in the actual
two-phase studies, which at this point become almost anticlimactic. That is,
the process of acquiring the preliminary information required prior to doing
the two-phase heat-transfer and pressure-drop experiments is probably more
extensive than the main effort. But without a commitment to the preliminaries,
it is doubtful that any reliable heat-transfer and pressure-drop correlations
can be developed.
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5.2.3

General Plans

At this time, only preliminary conjectures regarding alkali-metal twophase experiments can be made. A more thorough literature review, especially
of current European, Japanese, and Soviet work, is one of the first tasks. A
critical review of the existing alkali-metal thermodynamic property data base
is also a priority task. Numerous small experiments, with good statistical
data analysis, are called for. These tasks can be accomplished relatively
quickly and at low cost. Once these concerns have been satisfied, the twophase experiments sought to provide correlations can be designed and run.
5.2.4

Conclusions and Recommendations

A literature survey of alkali-metal two-phase flow reveals serious
deficiencies in past experiments and data. The researchers themselves were
usually cognizant of the aberrations in results and provided various
explanations and suggestions to ameliorate the situation. Future experiments
must build on this work and address the full complexity of mechanisms associated
with alkali-metal flow and heat transfer. The plans for this task are somewhat
more nebulous than is the case for the reduced-gravity experiments.
Nevertheless, the general approach is the same: to study the issues in depth,
and thereafter generate separate detailed documents for each experiment
required. Here again, flexibility is an important consideration; as experiments
are performed, the ability should be retained to modify succeeding experiments
on the basis of the data obtained.
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6.0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The two-phase alkali-metal correlations required by core thermal-hydraulic
codes cannot be developed from existing data, even for normal gravity
conditions. Reduced-gravity conditions confound the issues entirely. Thus,
experiments must be scoped, planned, and carried out to provide sufficient,
reliable data to permit development of correlations. The road to this goal
is arduous and complex. No single all-encompassing experiment is feasible.
Rather, experiments have been proposed that use various fluids, facilities,
and experimental packages to supply the data. Arguments have been put forth
supporting the view that a valid composite rendition of two-phase alkali-metal
flow in a reduced-gravity environment will result from this partitioned
approach. As experiments are performed, the approach initially taken may
have to be modified (or even discarded) in order to fulfill the purpose of
this task.
The recommended approach for MMW contractors is to quickly become involved
in small-scale alkali-metal experiments in normal gravity. The best means
for doing so is to fabricate new test loops using state-of-the-art instruments,
at a convenient facility. A tentative work breakdown with a preliminary
schedule is given in Figure 6.1.
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